Journey to the Deep Sea Vents by unknown
o v e r v i e w
Students investigate the dynamic forces at work on the sea floor,
exploring how plate tectonics create mid-ocean ridges, what
hydrothermal vents are, and how they are related to mid-ocean
ridges. They conduct an experiment to understand the behavior of
hot water as it rises through cold water, and apply their discovery to
deep sea vent plumes. They investigate the techniques that deep sea
researchers use to find deep sea vents—and try their own hand at
finding a deep sea vent, using a Web-based interactive. They also
examine images from the deep sea vents, exploring the characteris-
tics of living things and the role of living and non-living things in
deep sea vent ecosystems.    
c o n c e p t s  &  p r o c e s s e s
Mid-ocean ridges; plate tectonics; deep sea thermal vents and
plumes; living and non-living things; structure of Earth systems;
temperature, density, and buoyancy; scientific inquiry, investigations,
and critical thinking.
o b j e c t i v e s
> Develop hypotheses about the formation of volcanoes, earthquakes,
mid-ocean ridges, and deep sea vents.
> Investigate the nature of deep sea thermal vents: their formation,
characteristics, and discovery.
> Determine the relationships between temperature, density, and
buoyancy.
> Conduct searches for deep sea vents.
> Conduct scientific inquiry: pose questions, develop hypotheses,
make predictions, conduct investigations, gather data, reason
through to logical conclusions, relate and adapt conclusions to
other phenomena.
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This timeline offers a day-by-day plan for
using all the components in the unit, including
suggestions for supplementary readings, dis-
cussion questions, homework assignments, and
readings for further study. Assessment strate-
gies include portfolio assessment and day-to-
day accountability for students working both
individually and in small groups.
Prepare Your Investigation: The Dy n a m i c
Forces Under the Sea
Students use their prior knowledge about vol-
canoes and earthquakes to frame their investi-
gation of the dynamic forces at work on the sea
floor.
Research on the Web: Deep Sea Volcanoes
and Vents
Students conduct research on the Web, investi-
gating the dynamic forces that create mid-
ocean ridges and deep sea vents.
Classroom Activity: Underwater Plume
Students conduct a hands-on experiment to
investigate how hot water behaves within a
body of cold water; they apply their discoveries
about temperature, density, and buoyancy to
the search for deep sea vents on the ocean
floor.
Classroom Activity: Find a Plume, Find a
Vent
Students investigate how researchers use their
knowledge of the composition and physical
properties of hydrothermal vents to find them
in the vast ocean; they apply their discoveries
as they explore an interactive that models these
techniques.
Classroom Activity: It’s Aliiive—Or Is It?
Students examine images of a deep sea vent
community to determine which of the virtual
samples are living and which are not. They
investigate how both living and non-living
things contribute to the deep sea vent ecosys-
tem.
I N T E RV I EWS WITH  R E S EA RCH E R S 
Let’s Talk with Cindy Lee Van Dover about
the Ecology of Deep Sea Vents
Cindy Lee Van Dover is an oceanographer who
studies the ecology of deep-sea chemosynthetic
communities. She has led many ALVIN expedi-
tions to study deep sea vents and to collect
specimens for further study; she was also the
first woman to become a pilot of a deep sea
submersible.
Let’s Talk with Susan Humphris about the
Chemistry of Deep Sea Vents
Susan Humphris is a geochemist who studies
how deep sea vents affect the chemistry of the
oceans. She has journeyed to the deep sea
vents over 25 times.
C O N T E N T  R E A DI N G S
Dispatches from the Deep
Pat Peterson is a high school chemistry teacher
in Pennsylvania. In 1998, she joined the
REVEL (Research and Education: Volcanoes,
Exploration, and Life) team of teachers and sci-
entists studying deep sea vents at the Juan de
Fuca Ridge. She shares her work and discover-
ies in dispatches, archived from the field.
> Shaping the Ocean Floor at the Mid-Ocean
Ridges
> Hydrothermal Vent Formation
> One REVEL Teacher, Many Monkey’s Fists
> Home Again
D E E P  S E A  V E N T S  I N  T H E  N E W S
Current articles relating to deep sea vents.
You’ll find suggestions for these articles in
Additional Resources at the end of the
Teacher Strategies section.
contents  at  a  glance
T E A C H E R  S T R AT E G I E S R E A D I N G S
A C T I V I T I E S
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IN T RODUCT ION
This is a timeline for the unit Journey to the
Deep Sea Vents. It is designed for classes with
45- to 55-minute periods. This timeline uses all
components in the unit; you can also pick and
choose components to customize your unit.  
Most daily plans assume that collected group
worksheets and other assignments will be
returned the following day, or, in the case of
group work, on the next day that groups meet.
The unit, and each individual activity within it,
is designed to encourage the development of
scientific habits of mind. Students not only
learn about the deep sea environment, deep
sea vents, and how scientists conduct research
there; they also develop the skills required for
scientific inquiry. Students examine what they
already know in order to frame an investiga-
tion, develop new questions, and engage in
research and activities to explore theoe ques-
tions. Readings supplement Internet research
and hands-on experiments; Web interactives
engage students in the processes scientists use
to explore the deep seas, particularly deep sea
vents—they also take them on virtual journeys
to the deep seas. Students record their observa-
tions and findings in research journals before
preparing a final project. This final project cor-
responds to the publication stage of scientific
research. You can find suggestions for structur-
ing this final project on the handout Putting It
All Together.
t e a cher strategi e s
T I M E L I N E
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T I M E L I N E
During this unit, students record thoughts, ideas, questions, and observa-
tions in their own journals, as well as responses to their reading. Whether
or not your students are already using a science journal, create one for this
unit. Your students can purchase them, or create them by stapling about 25
blank pages inside a cardstock cover. The homework assignment for Day 1
asks students to design a journal cover with images and/or words; this pro-
vides a creative way for them to “dive” into the unit. As students learn more
about exploring the deep and about deep sea vents, ask them to add to the
images and/or words on their covers. In the final assessment, include a
question about how their journal covers changed over the course of the unit.
If this is your first time using journals, discuss their function with your stu-
dents: how to keep them, what to write, what not to write, what not to
worry about (grammar, spelling, being “right”), and what to explore (think-
ing deeply and critically, close observation, description, questioning).
Before you begin the unit, ask students to answer the questions from the
first section of Prepare Your Investigation: The Dynamic Forces Under
the Sea. This is an excellent homework assignment for the night before or
as an in-class activity. Ask students to read and respond to “A Choker for
Smokers.”
This unit includes cooperative learning activities, some of which may be
adjusted for individual work at home or in class. Keep in mind that many
students do not yet know how to work effectively in groups. Spend some
time discussing effective cooperative learning before you ask students to
work cooperatively.
Begin the first day with a writing task that asks students to think about
effective group work, e.g.:
When you are working with other students, what makes you want to par-
ticipate? What makes you feel reluctant to participate?  
How do you help your teammates take part in discussion? What might you
do that could make it difficult for others to participate?
Ask a few students to share their written responses to generate a discussion
about effective cooperative learning practices before starting the group
activity.
If your students do not need to strengthen their skills in cooperative learn-
ing, substitute the following writing task to help your students prepare for
the activity to come:  
What forces created the landforms you’ve seen locally or while traveling?
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Use a short discussion of students’ responses as a segue into an introduction
of the unit and the day’s activity.
Students then complete the second portion of Prepare Your Investigation:
The Dynamic Forces Under the Sea. As you circulate, either collect home-
work (journals) or simply mark that students have completed the assign-
ment and reserve a more detailed check for a journal collection date.  
After groups complete the activity, gather together as a class. Create a class
list of questions to investigate and ideas for researching and testing. Then
return to this list after the unit to compare their final findings to their early
hypotheses.
HOME WORK : Read Let’s Talk with Cindy Lee Van Dover about the
Ecology of Deep Sea Vents and write a response. Use today’s investigation
as a starting point and create a cover for your journal. Use images and/or
words to create a cover that shows your vision of dynamic forces that are at
work under the sea to constantly create the sea floor. Be creative and
thoughtful. Don’t worry about being right—you’ll add to your cover as we
continue our study.
If all of your students have access to the Web, use Research on the Web:
Deep Sea Volcanoes and Vents as an out-of-class assignment, with or with-
out groups/partners. If not, use class time for students to use the interactive
program, individually or in teams. As you circulate, either collect homework
(responses) or simply mark that students have completed the assignment
and reserve a more detailed check for the portfolio collection date.  
Regroup as a class after the Web investigation to discuss the day’s findings
and to generate a class list of discoveries.
HOME WORK : Read Dispatch from the Deep: Shaping the Ocean at
Mid-Ocean Ridges and “Time Zero.” Write a response for each. Add to
your journal cover using your discoveries from Research on the Web:
Deep Sea Volcanoes and Vents and your thoughts after reading the article.
No t e: Each group of students will need two-liter soda bottles, as well as
smaller bottles and jars for the activity. In addition to some of the other
required materials, ask students to bring in clean, used soda bottles during
the week before the activity; they can bring them from home or collect them
from a neighborhood recycling center. This will help your students take
ownership of the activity even before it has begun.
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Now that students have spent some time familiarizing themselves with the
dynamic forces shaping the sea floor, take stock of their original questions
and their developing understanding of deep sea exploration. Start the class
with a writing task that helps them to think about this process:  
> Consider your original questions about submarine volcanoes and deep sea
vents. What questions have you been able to answer so far? What new
questions have arisen? 
> What have you added to your journal cover that demonstrates your new
discoveries?
> What experiments might help you answer your questions?
> What facts will you need to help you answer your questions?  
As you circulate, either collect homework reading responses or simply mark
that students have completed the assignment and reserve a more detailed
check for final portfolio collection. After students write for a few minutes,
ask a few students to share their responses as a way to generate discussion
before moving on to the next activity. Ask them to continue to think about
their questions, and to be open to developing new questions, as they contin-
ue their research on conditions in the deep sea and at the deep sea vents.
If you prefer not to spend time taking stock, open class with the following
short writing task:  
Why does hot air rise?  When have you noticed hot air rising?
Use your opening discussion to introduce students to Classroom Activity:
Underwater Plume. Distribute and discuss the handout, and show students
where they can acquire their materials. Discuss your expectations before
setting students to work. Unless you are cutting the tops off of the bottles,
take a moment to discuss how students can safely cut the bottles.
Reserve time at the end of class for a discussion of the day’s activity and to
develop a common understanding of how and why vents form underwater
plumes. Ask students to begin thinking about how the behavior of these
plumes could help deep sea researchers find hydrothermal vents for further
study.
HOME WORK : Complete activity write-up if necessary. Read Dispatch
from the Deep: Hydrothermal Vent Formation and write a response. Add
to your journal cover, using your discoveries from the activity and your
thoughts after reading the dispatch.
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Begin class with a short writing task:
> You are a deep sea vent researcher. You know the location of mid-ocean
ridges where deep sea vents are likely to be found; how can you find the
vents so that you can study them?
As you circulate, either collect homework (reading responses/activity write-
ups) or simply mark that students have completed the assignment and
reserve a more detailed check for the portfolio collection date.  
Ask a few students to share their writing responses. The idea here is not
that students get the correct answer; in fact, it is often more effective if they
brainstorm freely and don’t get the correct answer so that the activity offers
a deep new understanding. Use the short discussion to introduce today’s
Classroom Activity: Find a Plume, Find a Vent and the interactive Find
the Deep Sea Vent, in which students learn about the techniques scientists
use to find deep sea vents before using those techniques themselves to find
a virtual deep sea vent.  Distribute and discuss the handout and clarify your
expectations for each group’s use of the computers. Make sure that students
understand your expectations for the activity before setting them to work.   
Reserve time at the end of the period to discuss the day’s activity and to
develop a class list of discoveries about hydrothermal vents and the tech-
niques used to find and study them.  
HOME WORK : Complete activity write-up if necessary. Read Dispatch
from the Deep: One REVEL Teacher, Many Monkey’s Fists and
“Harmon Craig.” Write a response for each. Continue to add to your journal
cover using discoveries from Classroom Activity: Find a Plume, Find a
Vent and your thoughts after reading the dispatch.
Begin class with a short writing task:
> Describe an organism that might be found at a deep sea vent; you can also
“design” an organism as long as its characteristics would equip it for con-
ditions there.
As you circulate, either collect homework (reading responses/activity write-
ups) or simply mark that students have completed the assignment and
reserve a more detailed check for the portfolio collection date.  
Ask a few students to share their writing responses. Use the short discus-
sion to introduce Classroom Activity: It’s Aliiive—Or Is It?, in which stu-
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dents examine images of a deep sea vent community and determine which
of the virtual samples are living and which are not. In the process, they
explore how both living and non-living things contribute to the deep sea
vent ecosystem. Distribute and discuss the handout, and clarify your expec-
tations for each group’s use of the computers. Make sure that students
understand your expectations for the activity before setting them to work.
No t e: There are 19 specimens to examine in this interactive. Be sure that
students have enough specimen charts, or have them record directly in their
journals.
HOME WORK : Complete activity write-up if necessary. Read Dispatch
from the Deep: Home Again and Let’s Talk with Susan Humphris about
the Chemistry of Deep Sea Vents. Write a response for each. Create any
final additions to your journal cover using your discoveries from today’s
activity and readings.
Ideally, use a full class day to help students begin portfolio compilation and
final projects. If not, use today’s handout as a homework assignment.  
Begin class with a short writing task:
> What have you learned about the dynamic forces that shape the sea floor,
including the forces that create hydrothermal vents?  
> How did your journal cover change and develop as the unit progressed?
> What further questions do you have about submarine volcanoes, mid-
ocean ridges, hydrothermal vents, and deep sea research?
Ask a few students to share their responses. Use these responses as a segue
into a discussion of the portfolio. The self-assessment will ask them to think
further about what they learned during the unit. They will also complete a
final project, and they can begin thinking about that today. Distribute and
discuss the handout Putting It All Together. Give students time to read
through the handout and complete their responses. Then gather as a class
to discuss your deadlines and expectations for projects and portfolios.
During the rest of the class period, students can begin compiling portfolios
and putting together ideas for their final projects. Circulate to troubleshoot
for individual students and discuss ideas with groups or with the class. At
the end of the period, ask a few students to share some of their questions or
project ideas so that everyone can get on the right track.
A note about project choices: The handout Putting It All Together
includes ideas for a final project to be included in the portfolio; you may
want to add some of your own ideas to this list.  
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If your final day is a Friday and students have been keeping up, have your
portfolios due on Monday. Make sure you have given out the portfolio sheet
at the beginning of the unit so that students are clear on expectations well in
advance.
This final due date is cause for celebration—celebrate your students’
achievements by asking them to present their projects; then create displays
of their work. Invite other classes or members of the school community to
the presentations. Any kind of celebration will offer immeasurable valida-
tion of student work!
On the day that portfolios are due, reserve time at the beginning of class for
a discussion of the unit. Use the questions below to structure your discus-
sion. Out of this discussion, the class can develop a chart, or a more formal
visual presentation of their findings. Then use this chart as a centerpiece for
a display of student work. 
> What questions did you investigate, individually and in groups?
> What conclusions did you develop?
> What methods did you use to find your answers?
> How does your research contribute to your understanding of plate tecton-
ics and other dynamic forces at work on the sea floor? Of deep sea vent
research? Of hydrothermal vents and the ecosystems they support? 
> What new questions do you have? How might you research these ques-
tions?
Have students assess each other’s portfolios. Ask them to use the same
assessment sheet or provide other criteria for their assessment.
j o ur ney to t he deep sea vents
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Use any of the articles listed below for home-
work readings. You can also substitute articles
on deep sea vents and deep sea research that
you or your students find. The timeline identi-
fies appropriate days to assign these readings
to supplement concepts covered in class.
> Lawren, B. and D. Kirkland. “Harmon
Craig.” Omni, August 1990. Vol. 12, Issue 11,
p. 58, 8 pages.
This article explores the experiences of geo-
chemist Harmon Craig, who discusses his
search for helium 3 gas spots, hydrothermal
vents, the colonization of the ocean floor, and
its geography and climate.
> Gantenbein, Douglas. “A Choker for
Smokers.” Popular Science, November 1998,
Vol. 253, Issue 5, p. 31, 1 page.
This short article reports on the collection of
black smokers, and the challenges of that
undertaking.
> Kunzig, Robert. “Time Zero.” Discover,
December 1992.  Vol. 13, Issue 12, p. 32, 2
pages.
This article investigates changes in the ocean
floor over 15 months, particularly the “birth”
of a new piece of sea floor at a mid-ocean
ridge.
A D D I T I O N A L
R E S O U R C E S
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